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PREPACE
First of all | want to thank you for buyingthis game. Buying this game you will

encourage me and others in Holland to continue writing software for the MSX
system.

Unfortunately in Holland almost every gameis copied. So there was a need for
some security. | have chosen to include a table with codes. The program asks for
this code at the start of each game. These codes are not the same as in Black
Cyclon. | rather had not be forced to do this, but the software pirates leave me no
other option.

Il have had lots of fun making the game, creating the drawings, the overall ideas,
composing the music and the real programming work. ! hope you will enjoy playing
the game as much as| did making it !

Il want to thank Laura, Lazio, Joost and Cas for their tips, advise and patience.

Ka @nssa4
programmer
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It was late in the afternoon and Kohn Dirfield was sitting in his clis on the veranda
of the very artistic sphere-shaped house. The two sunsof the planet Dratex both
are going down very soon. An embie (metal-like bird) is flying high in the air.
Then. the phoneis ringing. Kohn, who was almost asleep, jumps frightened out of
his clis and walks to the communication screen. He pushes a few buttons and
looks right in the eyes of someone in army uniform.

A few minutes later Kohn runsto his aircycle. He installs his but on the drivers seat
and disappears in the air only a few seconds later.

Kohn Dirfield is oneof the greatest test and fighterpilots of the Intergalactic Space
Police. This police squad mostlyis called the !.R.P. For a few years now Kohn has
been working on the CYTRON project. The CYTRONis sphere-shaped space vehicle
with double propulsion. It has a very strong short distance laser and a protection
shield. This protection shield is fed by 25 energypods. These energypods must be
refilled sometimes with energy refill tanks.

The CYTRONis meant to becomethe standard transportation vehicle of all IRP men.
Just tested in test situations and high qualified labsit is time now for the CYTRON to
prove itself in the real world.

You can imagine what Kohns orders are. It is his task to solve 5 real world
problems with the CYTRON vehicle. These problems are located on the planet
RITAX-362, an almost completely robotised planet. Many threads makes this a very
risky task. I wish him all the luck, he shall need it !

Slowly the purple dome is closing. Kohn pushes a few buttons on the control panel
and steers the CYTRON out of the cargo-hold of the carrier. He is now on the planet
RITAX-362. Through his frontwindow he sees the carrier closing the cargo-hold. With
a speed you would not expect from such a big spaceship it leaves the atmosphere
of RITAX-362. Kohn is on his own now.

Kohn walks through the CYTRON. He is grumbling about the little space in the
CYTRON. When he is nearthe computerhe spits in the DNA-recognizing bucket.
The screen immediately displays the information about the 5 testcases.



GABU
It was 3 months ago. On the planet Ayion three very modern computers and an
important army vehicle were stolen. The computers have many impotant and very
high classified information on their active flashmemory discs and have to be
destroyed. The army verhicle is of the type DAS-NX-02. It is about four timesthe size
of the CYTRON. It has short distance plasma-laser and a stasisfield (a kind of
protection shield). The CYTRON will explode almost directly if it enters the stasisfield
of the DAS-NX-02. Theoreticallyit is possible for the CYTRON to destroy the DAS-NX-

02, but only when you do have [ots of energy refills in stock.

The day before yesterday three IRP men were shot at a routine-controle in a shed.
After some investigationit shows that the fatal shots were fired with a plasma laser.
Plasma lasers are very rare these days and therefore it is very likely these shots
werefired with the DAS-NX-02. Further investigation with a device called the Vortax
(this device is developed to measure computeractivity, with some extra logic it is
possible to make a sort of fingerprint of every computer) showed thatall three
stolen computers arein this building.

CASE2
For years without a pause the IRP was following a group of spacepirates which
were suspected of slave-trade. These pirates were busted and convicted just
recently. One of the suspects confessed they were trading some ECCOS. These
ECCOSs were captured in a forest on the planet RITAX-362. A total of 7 of them are
hidden in the forest in cages, ready to be transported to the homeplanet of the
spacepirates.

The ECCOS are a native race on RITAX-362. The live high up into the air and move
in a peculiar way. The are colored yellow-orange and can not be killed by lasers.
Earlier contacts with EccOs learned they are a very social race and their advise
should not be taken too light.

The suspect was not able to give information about the placesin the forrest where
the cagesare. The cages have electronic locks with an unknown code

Releasethe ECcOs after finding them

GASBB
This a very important and equal difficult mission. A very well organised gang has
made an armyof fully automatic fightingrobots. According to our undercover officer
this organisation will try to invade a borderplanet within a couple of months.



The armyis led by 10 socalled configurationrobots. These robots look like a ball on
high legs. If you manage to eliminate them, the whole army will become aimless.
This will prevent the invasion.

The army mainly consists of big tanks, armed with automatic rockets, and piranha-
like vehicles.

GASB éh

For two days now people living in the neighbourhood of a warehouse for
electronical components have gone slightly mad because of very loud house music.
Where the noise comes from or who is responsable is not clear, but the music has
to be tumed off. It will be your task.

This sounds very easy. Do not be mistaken: the warehouse is guarded by
Wiresufferers and they can be very nasty. The CYTRON is notisolated enough to
keep the music out, so maybe you get crazy too.

Information about the Wiresufferers is not available. The only thing we know atthis
time is that they are addicted to video-drugs.

CASES
For years now the monksof the Solar Federation on RITAX-382 and the agents of
the IRP have been living in disagrement. At first this disagrement was expressed by
heavy disputs. Until yesterday. Yesterday they kidnapped CYTRONELLA, the
daughter of the CYTRON designer.

Free her as soon as possible. Alive ! The monks have threatened to kill

CYTRONELLA within two daysif the IRP does not give in to their demands.



saleAE OZAME

Cytronis on a single sided floppy. The gameis writing some data on the floppy, so
this floppy should not be write protected. Put the floppy in drive A and turn on your
computer. The gamewill start automatically
The intro can be stopped by pressing the spacebar. After you have seen or
interrupted the intro, the security-question is asked. You are requested to enter the
access code. These codes are to be found on the hard-plastic card supplied with
the game

Example:

The screen displays:

"PLEASE ENTER ACCES CODE"

“CASE 01"
"TABLE 05"
“CODE 13"
Now take the blue card with codes and look for the desired code. You will find
“YUW". Type this code.

The program computes a checksum on this code and if it is correct the next part
will be loaded. If not, you are asked to enter another code.

Note: DO NOT LOSE THE BLUE CARD !!

After the codeis entered correctly a menu will show up asking if you want to
continue from a previous situation or want to start a new game. If you have made
your choice you will have to choose the CASE you want to solve this time.

After you have succesfully completed a CASE the new situation will be written to
floppy. This will prevent you from playing the same CASE over and over.

ALAINAE CAMS
The gameis to be played with the cursorkeys ora joystick in port 1 or 2

Steering the CYTRON is very simple. Only CASE 4 might give a little problem. In this
CASE it is possible to jump between levels by pressing the down-key, or pulling the
joystick towards you. This is only possible at positions near a pile with an arrow in
the direction you can jump.



The game has a PAUSE option under F1. To continue press the spacebar once.

In some CASES destroying enemies gives energy-refills. These refills are used
automatically. The numberof refills is displayed on the statusbar, just like the full
and empty energypods.Full pods are colored orange-yellow ‚ while empty pods are
deep-purple.

When texts are displayed the game switches to PAUSE mode. To continue press
the spacebar.

The floppy is meant to be in the drive during the game because data is to be read
and written to and from the floppy. When a diskerror occurs the game PAUSES.
After hitting the spacebar the read or write action will be executed again.
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CODES CASE 1

NR 001 002 003

01 mos Le re02 xp Joe 7Y8
03 TYE BYD xc04 GES FGA EAP
05 EEC DAB CAA

CODES CASE 2

NR 001 002 003

LD Mac NGS
02 366 KEF LGE
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94 PCA GMP H00
05 DCP £00 FON
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